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Never has a residential project been more 
splendid as spending time in a spellbinding 
farmhouse. The Iskaras had visited a village 
called “Bandarjhud”, which had been an 
excellent educational and fun-filled trip.

Upon arrival, Uthenas spent their time 
exploring the village and prepared a skit for 
the villagers and discussed the itinerary for 
the next few days. Kids were engaged in 
activities such as storytelling, origami and 
craft, drawing and colouring sessions to 
dancing on folk songs to teaching rhymes 
to the village children had all been 
accomplished over a short span of  time. 
Girls in pairs had also visited the villagers 
to collect statistical data and fill in the 
survey sheets handed to them. They also 
found time to paint the walls of  all 
classrooms with innovative and creative 
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The Nehru Institute of  
Mountaineering is an institution 
of  great repute in India for all 
those who want to experience 
the extremities of  mountains in 
and around India. A long road 
journey of  eight hours took 
fifty-one girls from our school 
to NIM for a five-day 
mountaineering course to learn 
basic skills required for the 
survival in the high terrains. The 
girls reached the Institute filled 
with gusto and were prepared to 
face any challenge that would 
come their way.

The girls zestfully involved 
themselves in all the activities 
without hesitation and were 
motivated to be the first ones to 
complete the task. More than 
climbing up rocks and going 
across a river with only a sling, 
the Uthenas were afraid of  
waking up early. They used to 
begin the day sluggishly but end 
it enthusiastically.

The obstacle course was 
successfully crossed by most of  
the girls which bolstered their 
confidence for further 
adventurous activities. Trekking 
for nine kilometers with large 

backpacks came as a laborious task 
for everyone. The weight of  the 
backpacks was draining the girls of  
their stamina; everybody craved 
for a break. Reaching the campsite 
at Tekhla-the rock climbing site of  
NIM brought about a wave of  
contentment. Rock climbing and 
rappelling interested the girls as 
they were fascinated by large 
boulders. Climbing required 
immense strength of  the limbs and 
rappelling required the courage to 
climb a huge rock. As the sun went 
down, the fire lit up the camp and 
thus began a battle; a battle of  
songs- which was thoroughly 
enjoyed by students as well as the 
teachers. Teachers were giving the 
students a ride through the songs 
of  their time and to everyone’s 

surprise, Falguni knew all of  
them! Uthenas were seen calmly 
stargazing and sleeping below the 
light of  the night sky.

Just the thought of  river 
crossing got all pulses racing and 
they were enthralled by the rapids 
of  the river. The students were 
filled with laughters when they 
saw Rehat Reet’s hair touching 
the water before her feet. 
Dipping into the fast flow of  the 
water to enjoy was the part 
everyone had eagerly waited for. 
Goosebumps covered their 
bodies, but in the end, it was 
worth doing.

Sanjay Sir was never seen 
without his amusing jokes. He 
was seen making comments like 
“Nitya ka tent Arya hai” (Nitya’s 

cartoon designs. Also, Drishti was taken to 
cutting onions while Diya cooked Maggi. 
The girls had taken time to give a finishing 
stroke to the wall paintings which were 
done prior to their arrival. Without doubt 
the stay in Bandarjhud had been a success 
as the girls had resigned themselves to 
connect and bond with the village children. 
This taught them about the inhibitions and 

restrictions endured by the village 
women.

Girls had no doubt relished the 
non-vegetarian dishes offered to them 
which they looked forward to. Rehat’s 
commentary during the journey has 
remained unbeatable while Ahana seemed 
to be fond of  the village children as she 
clicked their photographs.  Zainab’s love 
for dogs had been apparent in the 
meanwhile Ekta found it hard bid farewell 
the Max-the friendly German shepard. 

Undoubtedly, we remain indebted to 
the school administration for organizing 
our trip to Bandarjhud. We also look 
forward to more enriching residential 
projects in future. 

 

tent is being brought), “Ahana 
yeh khana hai ya Daulat?”(Is 
Ahana’s food money?) and 
“Drishti kya main tumhara tiffin 
Manju?” (Drishti should I wash 
your tiffin?) which were made by 
an absurd use of  people’s names 
and their surnames. Sumonjit Sir, 
Ahana Dulat and Suhani Agrawal 
were spotted collecting dried 
leaves with bizarre patterns and 
multi-coloured stones. 

All in all, this trip was an 
amalgamation of  everything you 
could ask for: adventure, fun, 
new bonds, delicious food and 
hard work.
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